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ABSTRACT

The handling of unstructured data in database management system is very difficult. The managing
unstructured data like image, video textual data etc. are not easy task in database system. In this work a
concept of cloud algebra introduced to handle unstructured data in CDBMS. The most popular concept,
relational algebra is used in relational database management system. The relational algebra is helpful in
query processing in SQL. Another concept, Object Algebra which is used in object oriented database
management system for query processing. The object algebra is useful to manage the object in object
oriented database management system. Now the concept of Cloud computing is introduced in new the era
of computer technology. The concept of cloud is also introduced in the field of databases. The cloud
database management system is newly introduced in the field of database technology to manage the cloud
data. This work introduces the concept of cloud algebra for handling unstructured data the cloud database
management system. This work proposed the concept of cloud algebra for query processing for
unstructured data in the cloud. The data are spread over the internet as cloud. The creation of new cloud of
unstructured data and setting the relationship among various cloud of unstructured data are facilitated by
cloud algebra. The updating, deleting and retrieval of unstructured data in cloud are done by cloud
algebra. The cloud algebra provides powerful computation while using the query processing in CDBMS for
handling unstructured data.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The generally unstructured data access with object which is the concept of ORDBMS and
OODBMS, objects, which consist of video, audio, images, textual data and even executable code
such as Java applets, are becoming readily employed by desktop, network, and Internet
applications[15]. The production of data are increasing exponentially, it is very difficult to
manage the data easily in RDBMS and ODBMS. The concept of CDBMS is newly introduced in
the field of database technology. Now the different natures of data are available on the internet as
cloud. It is necessary to introduce the new mathematical technique for manipulation of data in
cloud. The mathematical algebra is use to proposed the concept of cloud algebra. Some
mathematical algebra is used in cloud algebra for powerful computation while performing the
query processing. Reda Alhajj and M.Erol Akun have described in their paper that object algebra
is as powerful as relational and nested relational algebra [1]. There are many query algebra have
been developed for the OODBS on the basis of different data models, the association algebra [3]
is one of them. A Method [2] is proposed for finding the relationship degree between two objects
assuming in the relationships between classes in the fuzzy object oriented database model on the
basis of constructing fuzzy association algebra based on a fuzzy object oriented data model [4].
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The well known relational algebra is a query language for the relational model, this is pure
theoretical concept used in RDBMS. The relational algebra is hidden from the user at the user
interface level. Relational Algebra is more operational and very useful plan for representing
execution. The Cloud Computing & Databases [5] in this, it is explained that the Cloud database
using patterns, which are evolving. The business adoptions accelerate evolution of these
technologies. In the beginning, the cloud databases provide the services of consumer applications.
In the earlier these applications use a priority on read access, because the read and write access
ration was very high. The purchase criteria of this technology was high-performance read access.
To implement the cloud database management system there should be a set of rule that state how
Cloud database management system will behave and operate. There for a set of rules are defined
in this work for CDBMS. This work is done with the motivation of relational algebra and object
algebra for object oriented database management system. The cloud algebra for unstructured data
is proposed in this research work. The nature of unstructured data is complex. The cloud algebra
developed in this research work will be beneficial in managing the unstructured data like textual,
image, video data in cloud environment.

2. RELATED WORKS

The relational algebra is most popular concept. These concepts are widely used in relational
database management system (RDBMS). The relational algebra is explained in fundamental of
database systems [6] that the basic set of operations for the relational data model and the
sequences of relational operation. Object algebra [1] is developed for object oriented databases
management system. The concepts of mathematical algebra are used in object algebra. A query
algebra for program databases [7] this approach is for modelling of source code as many sorted
algebra. X. Sean Wang [8] introduced temporal algebras on a temporal database model that
incorporate multiple temporal types and also introduced the notion of data-domain independence.
Array algebra for Database application [9] provides a complete and algebraic programming
environment for database application system where large numbers with most structured data are
involved. The pattern oriented relational algebra [10] is uses for characterization and rewrite
quires for performance optimization. Object Algebra for the ODMG Standard [11] present object
algebra based on formal model of object oriented database management system. The currently
research work on unstructured data management[16] present an architecture for making MDM
text-aware and showcase its implementation as IBM Info-Sphere MDM Extension for
Unstructured Text Correlation, an add-on to IBM InfoSphere Master Data Management Standard
Edition. They have also highlighted that how MDM benefits from additional evidence found in
documents when doing entity resolution and relationship discovery. Managing Unstructured Data
[18] discuss that the unstructured data are going mainstream in various organizations, they expect
that the same evolution to happen in managing unstructured data objects. They have also
discussed that the recognition of unstructured data as a vital corporate asset and has forced
leading IT company to utilize enterprise content management systems (ECMS) for managing all
non-structured data objects. This type of systems allow for searching storing, securing ,
retrieving and administering content from a centralized base in the same method that a DBMS
allows administering structured data.

3. CLOUD DATABASE

The cloud database is run on cloud computing platform such as Amazon EC2, GoGrid and
Rackspace. Using virtual machine image, users can run database on cloud independently. The
user can purchase access to a database service. This database service is maintained by cloud
database service provider. Providing Database as a Service [12] shows that “database as a
service” providing its customer’s seamless mechanisms to create, store, and access their databases
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at the host site. The data are spread over the internet at various database servers, the group of data
is known as cloud database. The databases are available in various data center connected via
internet. Any user required a particular database, they can use database as service provide by
cloud database provider. The architecture of Cloud Databases [17] is designed for very high and
consistent performance, along with container-based virtualization instead of dedicated storage
network, high performance SAN storage, and a traditional hardware virtualization.

4. OPERATOR SET AND RELATION

The cloud algebra [19] used various mathematical operator set to manipulate the cloud data in
cloud database management system. There are four mathematical operator sets are Union,
Intersection, deference and Cartesian product that can be used in cloud database management
system manipulation of data. Let there are two data centers A and B in the cloud. Both the data
centers are joined with the internet as shown in the Figure 1. Two data centers connected via
internet.

Figure 1. Two data centers connected via internet
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In the above figure DB stand for database, the center A have three database namely BD1, BD2
and DB3 respectively and data centre B have again three databases DB4,DB5 and DB6
respectively.

The database of data centre A is defined mathematically as follows:
DB1={Product, Supplier}
DB2={Customer, Product}
DB3={Supplier, Customer}

Similarly database for data centre B are defined as follows:

DB4={Product, supplier, customer}
DB5={Project, Client} and
DB6={Client, supplier, product}.
The databases are in two clouds namely cloud1 and cloud2. The cloud1 is group of database
DB1,DB2 and DB3. The cloud2 is a group of databases DB3, DB4 and DB5. The cloud1 and
cloud2 are mathematically defined as follows:
Cloud1={DB1,DB2,DB3} and Cloud={DB4,DB5,DB6}.

4.1 Union Operator

The Union operator is applied on cloud1 and cloud2 as follows:

Cloud1∪ Cloud2= {DB1, DB2, DB3, DB4, DB5, DB6}
The union operator will help to get all databases from data center and Data Center B.

4.2 Intersection Operator

The situation in which user want to get the data available in both the data centers then the
Intersection operator can be applied to fulfil the requirement of users. The intersection operator
can be applied on Cloud1 and Cloud2 as follows:
Cloud1 ∩ Cloud2={φ},This result shows that a common database is not available in both data
centre A and B.

4.3 Cartesian product

There is a situation in which user wants to access the data from both the data center A and B. The
users can first join the both centre with the help of Cartesian product, the desired database can be
accessed. The Cartesian product of data centre A and B are as follows:

Cloud1XCloud2= {(DB1, DB4),
(DB1, DB5),
(DB1, DB6),
(DB2, DB4),

(DB2, DB5),
(DB2, DB6),
(DB3, DB4),
(DB3, DB5),
(DB3, DB6}

The user can access DB1 from data centre A and Database DB4, DB5 and DB6 from data Centre
B or DB2 from data centre A and DB4, DB5 and DB6 from data Centre B or DB3 and DB4, DB5
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and DB6 from data Centre B. Now consider DB1 from data center A and DB4 from data center
B, then DB1xDB4 is defined as follows:

DB1= {Product, Supplier} and DB4= {Product, supplier, customer}.
DB1xDB4= {(product, product), (Product, supplier), (Product, supplier),(product,
customer),(Supplier, Product), (supplier, supplier),(supplier, customer)} now use the intersection
operator  consecutive two elements of set DB1xBD4 to common element as follows:
DB1xDB4={(product, product) ∩ (Product, supplier)  ∩ (Product, supplier) ∩ (product,
customer) ∩  (Supplier, Product) ∩ (supplier, supplier) ∩ (supplier, customer) this result will be
helpful in manipulation the data in different databases in different data centers.

4.4 Difference Operator

This operator will be helpful to find the difference between the databases from two different data
centers. This operator can be used in cloud mathematically as follows:

Cloud1 - Cloud2= {D1, DB2, DB3}. The database DB4, DB5 and DB6 are not available in data
centre A. This operator set is not applicable in the case of two different data centre because
database member of one data centre can’t be member of another data centre.

4.5 Select Operator

Select operator is used to select the structured and unstructured data from different databases
available in different data centers. Consider d is data may be structured and unstructured in
database DB1 is available in cloud A. The select operation is defined as follows:

Select (d, DB1, A, c) = {d|(d in DB1)∩c∩A} where first DB1 will be search in cloud A the data
will be search in Database DB1 with the certain condition c. When the given condition is satisfy
the select return the result to the user who is searching for the data. Select operation [13] is used
in A Query Algebra for Object-Oriented Databases. Select can be used as follows:

Select d1, d2, d3----------Dn from (DB1 in A, DB2 in B , ... , DBn in A, B) where c(DB1, DB2----
-----DBn.

In the above example d1, d2, d3, ------------------------dn are the data, and DB1, DB2----------------
-------------------.DBn are databases available in data centre A and B. The c is the condition on
which data will be retrieved.

5. CLOUD ALGEBRA FOR HANDLING UNSTRUCTURED DATA

In this section, it is discuss that how cloud algebra handle the unstructured data. The structured of
unstructured data is not constrained by schema. Let us consider a graph with the set of node N,
the element of N are a, b, c and d, it is represented in set as N={a, b, c, d}. The edge of this graph
E is a set of edges, e1, e2, e3 and e4, it can be represented as E= {e1, e2, e3, e4}. The graph with
this specification is given below:
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Figure 2. Unstructured graphical data

The above unstructured data diagram is represented in matrix form as follows:

N=

=|N

The graph of matrix |N which is compliment of given graphs represented in matrix N is given
below:

Figure 3. Compliment of Figure 2
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The above computation show that eNN =|* , where * is define as set of operator {X, +}. If the

operator * is treated as x operator then 0| =NxN and the operator * is treated as + then

1| =NxN . The statement 0| =NxN means the result of applying x operator on a graph and its
compliment give the result in a graph represented in matrix form which all elements are 0. The

statement 1| =NxN means applying the + operator on a graph which is unstructured data and its
compliment the resultant will be a graph represented in matrix form which all elements will be 1.
The different unstructured data are available in different data centres. The cloud algebra will be
used there to handle the unstructured data available in data centres. The graph is an example of
unstructured data. The handling of unstructured data is illustrated with the help of example here.
This cloud algebra can be used to handle the unstructured data available in data centre as well as
on remote server.  This can work at database as a service[20] for providing the services to the
users by service provider. This can also be used in private cloud, Public cloud, External cloud,
hybrid cloud and community cloud.

4. CONCLUSION

In this work mathematical algebra is applied on unstructured data in cloud database management
system (CDBMS). The union operator is used to combine the different data center for searching a
particular unstructured data item from the different data centre where the unstructured data is
stored. The intersection operator is used to select the unstructured data item available in different
data centers and Cartesian product is used to join different data center for manipulate the
unstructured data item in deferent data centers. The concept of cloud algebra is proposed in this
research work for handling the unstructured data, it is done with the motivation of relational
algebra and object algebra for object oriented database. The various mathematical operators are
used to handling the unstructured data. This cloud algebra for handling the unstructured data will
work at databases as a service.
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